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CONVENTIONAL ﬂow cytometry using ﬂuorescent and scattering detection methods has been a fundamental tool of discoveries in cell biology and disease diagnosis for many years.
However, invasive sampling of small blood volumes only
(typically ≤10 ml) leads to missing rare biomarkers, especially
at early disease stage. Assessment of larger blood volumes is
possible in in vivo ﬂow cytometry with ﬂuorescent, photoacoustic (PA), and combined PA-ﬂuorescence detection of
circulating biomarkers directly in the bloodstream of animals
and recently humans (1–5). In particular, in vivo advanced
multicolor PA ﬂow cytometry (PAFC) with many innovations
(e.g., high pulse rate multispectral lasers, linear beam shape,
focused ultrasound transducers, nanobubble-induced sensitivity ampliﬁcation, skin pigmentation tolerant signal processing,
and cell focusing in blood ﬂow) demonstrated label-free
detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in melanoma
patients, malaria-infected cells, bacteria at bacteremia, and
sickled erythrocytes with ~1,000× improved sensitivity and
potential to prevent deadly metastasis, sepsis, stroke, and
sickle cell crisis by well-timed treatment, (5). Moreover,
theranostics by integration of PAFC and pulsed photothermal
(PT) therapy showed in preclinical studies photomechanical
destruction of CTCs, bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus), and
infected cells directly in blood ﬂow (3–6).

In these in vivo methods, especially in the case of rare
objects, it is important to know which fraction of the entire
blood volume in the organism has been assessed in a certain
time, how much time is needed to analyze a desired fraction
of the ﬂuid volume, and how often the same circulating cells
can return to the detection (treatment) points. As yet (see,
e.g., (4,5,7,8)) the addressed fraction fA and the measurement
time t were related by fA = Qt/Vb, with Q being the local volumetric ﬂow rate in the selected vessels and Vb the total ﬂuid
volume in the organism. While being valid for very short
times associated with fractions fA << 1, in general this ignores
the fact that the selected vessel usually is a peripheral branch
of the entire circulatory system. Furthermore, the above estimation ignores that addressing a certain blood volume more
than once does not increase the total treated volume fraction.
This leads to a gross underestimation of the required time to
reach a given fraction, or an overestimation of the addressed
fraction for a given time. Here, we present further analysis of
this issue with focus on ultimate detection of a few pathologic
cells or disease biomarkers in the entire blood volume, and
on blood treatment, for which the volume fraction counts
which has been targeted at least once.
We assume a setting in which blood ﬂowing through a
vessel is the diagnostic or therapeutic target, and we regard all
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Table 1. Vessel diameter, average ﬂow speed <V> and total blood volume Vb, and the related fractional ﬂow rate q, for a number of
situations presented in the literature
REF.

(9)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(4)
(4,10)

DESCRIPTION

DIAMETER (MM)

hVi (MM/S)

VB (ML)

Q (1/H)

Mouse tail vein
Human wrist vein
Human wrist artery
Human cubital vein
Mouse ear vein
Mouse ear artery

0.3
1
0.9
4
0.06
0.04

3
55
120
80
4
6

2
5,000
5,000
5,000
2
2

0.38
0.031
0.055
0.72
0.02
0.014

blood that has perfused the vessel during the time of measurement or therapy as “addressed,” with a volume VA and
the other part “non-addressed,” with volume VNA. Hence the
addressed and non-addressed fractions are fA ≡ VA/Vb and
fNA = 1 − fA, respectively. For a ﬂow rate Q in the selected
vessel, the ﬂow rate of non-addressed blood is QNA = fNAQ.
Hence, in time interval Δt, the volume of addressed blood VA
increases as ΔVA = QNAΔt = fNAQΔt, and consequently the
addressed fraction fA increases with an amount ΔfA = ΔVA/
Vb = fNAQΔt/Vb = (1 − fA) QΔt/Vb. Now, we make the crucial assumption that the addressed blood will always be uniformly distributed in the vascular system, despite the fact that
the observation or therapy is happening locally. This will be
justiﬁed below. The latter ﬁnite difference expression leads to
the ﬁrst-order differential equation dfA/dt = (1 − fA) Q/Vb
with solution fA = 1 − exp(−Qt/Vb). For assessing this in
practical situations, we deﬁne the fractional volumetric ﬂow
rate q ≡ Q/Vb (the fraction of the total blood volume ﬂowing
through the vessel per unit of time) leading to fA = 1
− exp(−qt).
We analyzed the consequences for a number of practical
situations considered in the literature, the result of which is
given in Table 1: the mouse tail vein (9), blood vessels in the

Figure 1. The addressed fraction fA versus time when measuring/
treating blood in single vessels, in some previously realized
situations, and the addressed fraction fA versus the assessed
blood volume normalized with the total blood volume.

2

mouse ear (4,10), veins and arteries in the human wrist (4),
and the human cubital vein (5). For the fractional ﬂow rate
values q given in Table 1, the temporal development of the
addressed fraction fA is shown in Figure 1. Of the practical
situations considered, in the preclinical context the mouse tail
vein model provides the most rapid theranostic access to the
entire blood volume, though the time needed for assessing
90% of the blood volume is still 6 h. In terms of access speed,
single 40–60 μm vessels in the mouse ear form the slowest
option, requiring more than 100 h to get access to at least
90% of the blood. For addressing 90% of the blood volume in
the large veins and arteries in the human wrist, a time of
40–60 h is needed. The most rapid theranostic access realized
until now (5) is the human cubital vein, in which 90% of all
blood is addressed in 3 h.
All curves in Figure 1 are rescaled versions of each other
since they all obey fA = 1 − exp(−qt) with q ≡ Q/Vb. Interestingly, qt = Qt/Vb represents the temporal development of the
volume of blood assessed, normalized with the total blood
volume. In Figure 1, a plot is included of the assessed fraction
fA as a function of qt, using fA = 1 − exp(−qt). For assessing/
treating 99% of the blood, a volume of 4.6× the total blood
volume needs to be interrogated. The number of blood volumes that need to pass through the theranostics window to
address a certain fraction of the blood qt is universal, hence
independent of the total blood volume or the ﬂow rate
through the theranostics window.
In developing our simple model a number of assumptions have been made. The most crude assumption, as stated
earlier, has been that the addressed blood will always be uniformly distributed in the vascular system, in spite of the fact
that the observation or therapy is happening locally. This is
equivalent to stating that the treated or observed ﬂuid is
immediately redistributed over the entire vascular system,
effectively ignoring the circulation time. In our derivation, no
explicit assumption has been made that a measurement is
performed in a peripheral branch: only a certain ﬂow through
the vessel was assumed, being a certain fraction of the cardiac
output. In the extreme situation that this fraction equals one,
hence the observation window is in the ascending aorta
upstream of the ﬁrst branch, or in the pulmonary artery, or
when the vascular system is (hypothetically) a simple single
loop, we would expect fA to increase linearly from 0 to 1 as
soon as the observation or treatment is starting. This linear
relation is obviously no solution of the derived differential
Blood Volume treated in in vivoTheranostics
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equation. The expression ΔfA = (1 − fA) QΔt/Vb only holds
for situations in which observed/treated ﬂuid instantaneously
presents itself in the new fraction fA at the treatment window.
This approach will be valid if the time scale at which the
newly treated fraction is mixed with the untreated blood is
much shorter than the typical time scale at which fA increases.
This mixing is realized in a few roundtrips of the blood.
Comparison of the typical circulation time in the mouse of
15 s (11), and a circulation time of 1 min in humans (based
on a cardiac output of 300 l/h and a total blood volume of 5 l
in an adult human), with the time scale of hours at which fA
increases in both humans and mice (see Fig. 1), learns that
our model is likely to hold when addressing well accessible
peripheral vessels.
Another assumption is that the geometrical details of trajectories of consecutive round-trips through the circulatory
system are uncorrelated: whether or not cells or particles will
enter the peripheral vessel is independent of past events. In
view of the complexity of the vascular system, this is a fair
assumption. Basically, this concept is more or less included in
the previous assumption of rapid mixing.
Another assumption has been that all the blood, or all
the objects of interest in the blood, have effectively been
observed (in a diagnostic context) or treated (in a therapeutic
context) when ﬂowing once through the interrogated vessel.
Deviations from this condition can be accounted for in a efﬁciency parameter η (0 < η < 1) leading to fA = 1 − exp(−ηqt).
Here, we have assumed η = 1 while in practice lower values
will be obtained. In PT theranostics, this will depend on the
beam size related to the blood vessel size, the optical extinction rate of the interrogated ﬂuid, and the local optical
ﬂuence, while also the potential nonlinear character of the
theranostics interaction may play a role. In that case, the
model can be adapted by only considering the ﬂow in
the interrogated part of the vessel, optionally combined with
the use of a position dependent efﬁciency parameter η(x,y,z).
Finally, we have treated objects as small tracer particles
being passively transported with the blood, hence with an
equal probability to be found anywhere in the ﬂuid. This will
break down for particles having a preference for occupying a
certain region of the blood vessels, for example, for erythrocytes which tend to migrate away from the vessel wall (the
Fahraeus-Lindquist effect (12)), or leukocytes and potentially
CTCs rolling over the vessel wall. In such cases, the model
may be modiﬁed by replacing volumetric blood ﬂow rate with
particle ﬂux.
An important next step in the development and reﬁnement of our model will be to implement an in silico animal
model in which the essentials of blood circulation and the
theranostic method are implemented. This computational
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model can be used for validating the model presented here,
and for investigation of its limits of validity.
Our model shows that theranostics with guidance by
in vivo ﬂow cytometry in very superﬁcial vessels may lead to
procedure times of 10s of hours in humans, and more than
100 h in mice if 90% of the blood is to be addressed. More
practically feasible procedure times of several hours are
obtained in larger vessels such as the mouse tail vein, mouse
carotid artery or mouse jugular vein, or the human
cubital vein. We emphasize that for cell counting much shorter
times apply, e.g. minutes, depending on the concentration of
circulating objects such as circulating tumor cells [5].
The assessment of larger blood vessels in humans with
diameters of 5–10 mm such as the carotid artery of jugular
vein with ﬂow velocity of 7–15 cm/s will allow to further
reduce monitoring and treatment time to less than 1 h. However, the larger depth of these vessels and the maintenance of
a large theranostics efﬁciency will pose a major challenge.
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